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Introduction
1.
In ita resolution
561 (1985) of 17 April 1985, the Security Council
decided to
extend the mandate of the United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL) for a
further
interim
period of eix month@, until
19 October 1985. The Council slao
reiterated
ite ntronq support for the territorial
inteqrity,
eovereiqnty
and
independence of Lebanon within its internationally
recoqnized boundaries!
te-emphsaized
the terme oP reference
and qenersl quidelinea
of the Force aa rtsted
in the report
of the Secretary-General
of 19 March 1978, approved
by reeolution
426 (1978)) called upon all parties concerned to co-operate
fully with the Force
for the full implementation
of ite mandate) and reiterated
that UNIFIL should fully
implement its mandate an defined in reaolutione
425 (1978), 426 (1978) and all
other relevant
resolutions.
The Council requested the Secretary-General
to
continue consultations
with the Government of Lebanon and other parties
directly
concerned on the implementation
of the resolution
and to report to the Council.
The present report contains
12 April to 10 October 1985.
2.

an account

Orqanization
3.

As of October
Infantry

19R5, the composition

Ghana

Ireland
Nepa 1
Nether lands
Nor way
567

relating

to UNIFIL

from

of the Force
of UNIFIL was as followsr

battalions

Fiji
Finland
France

8’1-27765

of developments

3f (Is)

627
509
608
573
644
665
161
649
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Headquarters

camp command
133
91

Ghana

Ireland
Logistic

units

France
Italy
Norway
Sweden

785
48
203
146
5 842

In addition

to the above personnel,
UNIFLL was assisted
by 75 military
observers
from the United
Nations
Truce Supervision
Orqanization
(UNTSO).
Those unarmed
observers
are orqanized
as Observer
Group Lebanon
(OGL) and are under the
operational
control
of the Commander
of UNIFIL,
Lieutenant-General
William
Callaqhan.
4.
In view of changing
operational
requirements
followinq
the redeployment
of
Israeli
forcea,
the areas of responsibility
of various
battalions
were adjusted,
in
particular
those on the southern
and eastern
perimeters,
The deployment
of UNIFIL
as of October
1985 is shown in the annexed
map.
5.
The military
along
the Lebanese
maintain
continued

of UNTSO continued
to man the five
observation
posts
side of the Israel-Lebanon
armistice
demarcation
line
and to
teams at Tyre,
Metulla
and Chateau
de Beaufort.
In addition,
they
to operate
four mobile
teams within
the UNIFIL
area of operation.
observers

The Lebanese
internal
security
forces
continued
to co-operate
with UNIFIL
in
order
in its area of operation.
They carried
out independent
patrols
and assisted
UNIFIL
in special
investiqationa
of mutual
concern.
The Lebanese
army
They were
unit
servinq
with UNIFIL
maintained
a strenqt!)
of 100, all
ranks.
deployed
in the UNIFIL
area and attached
to different
battalions.
6.

maintaininq

Loqiatic
support
for UNIFIL
continued
to be provided
by the headquarters
7.
loqistic
branch,
the French
loqistic
component,
the Norweqian
maintenance
unit,
the
the Swedish medical
company
and th.+ Italian
helicopter
Ghanaian
enqineer
unit,
winq.
UNIFIL
continued
to experience
difficulties
in transporting
qoods from
Beirut
to its area of operation
as a result
of the closure
of the coastal
road from
Beirut
to Sidon.
In these circumstances,
the larqest
part of UNIFIL
supplies
had
Despite
the difficulties
involved,
to be transported
throuqh
Tel Aviv and HaiPa.
certain
supplies,
Particularly
fresh
rations.
petroleum
product8
and other
commodities,
were procured
from Lebanese
sources.
A small
transit
base will
be
established
in Tyre and should
become operational
within
the next months,

The Italian
helicopter
winq continued
to play an important
role
in the
8.
loqistical
support
of UNIFIL
and in providinq
humanitarian
assistance
to the
Fliqht
clearances
were occasionally
delayed
but
Lebanese
civilian
population,
all
qranted
by the Israeli
military
authorities
durinq
the reportinq
period.

were
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9.
In addition
to it6 other
talks,
the French
enqineec
company
continued
search
for and defuse
unexploded
mines,
shells
and hornhe.
It demolished
40 roadside
bombs,
12 of which
were radio-controlled,
50 Katyurha
rockets
numerous
exploaive
charqee
of various
types,
includinq
cluster
bombr and

q renadee

to
and

hand

.

10.
During
the period
under review , eiqht
members
oE the Force lost
their
lives,
, two Nepalese
soldiers
hy natural
one French
soldier
when a bulldozer
overturned
causes,
one Nepaleee
soldier
in a shootinq
incident,
three
Finnish
soldiers
when

an

armoured
car personnel
carrier
overturned
and one Finnish
soldier
in a land-mine
explosion.
Since the establishment
of the Force,
111 members of the Force have
died,
44 of them as a result
of firinq
and mine explosions,
52 in accidents
and
15 from natural
causes.
Some 149 have been wounded in armed clashes,
shellinqs
and
mine explosions.

11.
The discipline
and bearinq
OP the members of UNIFIL,
as well
as of the UNTSO
military
observers
aasiqned
to the Force,
have been of a hiqh order,
reflectina
credit
on themselves,
their
commandera and their
countries.
12.

The Government of the Netherlandn
has informed
the Secretary-General
that
it
has reluctantly
decided
to withdraw
its contingent
at the end of the present
mandate because UNIFIL,
in its
view,
has not been ahle
to fulfil
ite mandate
and
the situation
is not likely
to improve in the near future.
The Government
has
indicated,
however,
that
it would consider
reeuminq ita contribution
to UNIFJL
snould
the Force be enabled
to play the role envisaqed
for it by the Security
Count i 1.

Redeployment
13.

It

the

Israeli

forces

that the Secretary-General
had convoked
in November 1984 a
representatives
of Lehanon
and Israel
with
a view to
expeditinq
withdrawal
of Israeli
forces
from Lebanese
territory
and
diecueeinq
eecurity
arranqementr
in southern
Lebanon after
that withdrawal.
The
conference,
which was held under
United
Nations
auspices
at UNIFIL
headauartere
at
Naaoura,
lasted
into January
1985 but produced
no results.
conference

will

of

be recalled
of military
the orderly

On 14 January,
the Government
of Israel
announced
a plan Ear the unilateral
redeployment
of Israeli
forces
in three phases,
Ae indicated
in the
Secretary-General’s
report
on UNIFIL
of 11 April
1985 (S/170931,
the Ciret
phase Of
the Israeli
redeployment
was completed
on 16 February
with the evacuation
of the
Sidon area.
The second phase of redeployment
was carried
out qradually
in the
COurBe of the months of March and April,
The Israeli
forces
withdrew
from the
Nahatiyah
area on 11 March.
The Jezzine
area and the north-eastern
BeCtOrr
includinq
the Bekaa Valley
and the strateqic
position
at Jehal
Bsruk,
were
evacuated
on 14 April.
On 29 April
the Israeli
forces
withdrew
from the Tyre
Pocket and from positions
they had eetahlished
in the western
sector
of the UNIFIL
area.
At the end of the second phaee,
the Israeli
forces
were redeploved
in a
Strip
of land north of the international
border
extandinq
from the Mediterranean
Sea to the Hashaiyd area
with a depth
varyinq
between about 2 kilometres
at it8
14.
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point
and about 10 kilometres
at ite widest.
In accordance
with the
Ieraeli
plan,
this
Btrip
of land,
which
extended
into
part
of the UNTFTL area0 was
to be maintained
as a “security
zone”
where
the so-called
“South
Lebanon Army”
(“SLAM1 and other
local
militias
armed and controlled
by the Israeli
forces
were t0
function
with the latter’s
backinq,
after
the completion
of the third
and last
phase of the Israeli
redeployment.
narrowest

15.
Followinq
the adoption
of Security
Council
resolution
561 (19851,
the
Secretary-General
initiated
a new effort
alonq
the lines
indicated
in his report
of
11 April
1985 (S/17093,
parae.
40-42)
throuqh
his personal
representatives
dispatched
from United
Nations
Headauartere
and the Commander of UNTFTL.
The
objective
was to work out,
in consultation
with the Lebanese
and Israeli
authorities,
arrangements
which would lead to the full
withdrawal
of the Ieraeli
fOrCeB,
the deployment
of UNIFIL
to the international
border and the establishment
of international
peace and Becurity
in the area.
theee efforts
were
unfortunately,
inconclusive
and the Israel
Defence Forces
(IDF) proceeded
with the third
phase Of
the unilateral
redeployment
plan without
change
in May and the early
part of June.
Durinq
that
period,
the Israeli
forces
proqressively
withdrew
from poSitionB
eetabliehed
in the “security
sonen,
handinq
them over to “SLA”.
By 10 June,
the
Israeli
Government
announced
that the third
phase had heen completed.
It indicated
that,
while
all
combat units
had been withdrawn
from Lebanese
territory,
SOme
IBCaeli
troop8
would continue
to operate
in the “security
zone”
for an unspecified
period
of time and act as advisers
to “SLA”.
16.

In these
circumstances,
UNIFTL has not heen able to extend
its deployment
to
Wtder.
Moreover,
in that
part
of its area of deployment
which
overlaps
with
the “Becurity
zone”
it finds
itself
confronted
with many positions
manned by TDF
and/or
“SLA”.
There were,
at the completion
of the Israeli
redeployment
Plan in
June 1985, 21 such positions.
Three of these
positions
were manned by IDF
pereonnel,
16 of them by “%A” and the remainder
jointly
by the two.
Concernin
the situation
in the remaining
part of the “security
zone”,
which includes
the
former
enclave
and the Hashaiya
area , UNIFTL has only limited
information
because
of reetrictions
imposed
on the movement
of its personnel.
It has, however,
heen
able to observe
that
Israeli
forces
have continued
to operate
in that
area with
elements
of “SLA” and other
local
forces
controlled
by them.
the

17.
After
the completion
of the Israeli
redeployment
plan,
the Commander Of UNTFIL
continued
his neqotiations
with the Israeli
authorities
in an effort
to qet the
Israeli
forces
and “SLA” to evacuate
all positions
still
held by them in the UNIFTL
area of deployment
as a firnt
step towards
the implementation
of Security
Council
resolution
561 (1985).
On 16 July,
“SLA” withdrew
from three
positions
at
Majdal
Silm,
Baydar Humayd and Jumay Jimah.
Since
then,
despite
UNIFTL’s
efforts,
no further
evacuation
has taken
place,
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Situation

in

the

UNIFIL

area

The qreater
part of the UNIFIL
area has been relatively
quiet
since
its
16.
UNIFIL
has continued
to maintain
liaison
with
evacuation
by the Israeli
forces.
the local
leaders
of Amal and other
Lebanese
qroups,
which have generally
co-operated
with the Force in the performance
of its tasks.
On the other
hand,
those leaders
have made clear
that
the Lebanese
resistance
would continue
to attack
the Israeli
forces
and associated
Lebanese
irrequlars
in the “security
zone”.
19.
In contrast,
the situation
in the “security
zone” has been very tense.
Lebanese
resistance
qroups
have 1dUnChed frequent
attacks
on Israeli
troops
and the
Lebanese
irrequlars
associated
with them throuqhout
that zone both within
and
In those attacks,
small
arms,
outside
the UNIFIL
area of deployment.
rocket-propelled
qrenades,
rockets
and roadside
bombs have been employed
against
Accordinq
to information
available
to UNIFIL,
IDF/“SLA”
positions
and personnel.
there
were about 60 such attacks
in May, 52 in June,
92 in July,
21 in Auqust,
In addition,
there
23 in September
and 2 durinq
the first
nine days of October.
were a number of suicide
bomb attacks.
On 15 Auqust,
a suicide
car bomb attack
was
carried
out aqainst
a position
manned by Israeli
soldiers
and local
irrequlars
at
Bayt Yahun in the UNIFIL
area8
one of the men manninq
the position
was killed
Seven suicide
bomb attacks
toqetner
with the three
persona
who were in the car.
outside
the UNIFIL
area were also reported.
These occurred
on 9 May and 6 Auqust
at Hasbaiya,
on 9 July and 18 September
at Al Bayyadah,
on 15 July at Kafer
Tibnite,
on 31 July at Arnaoun and on 15 August at a position
south oE Tibnin.
six
at Hasbaiya
on 6 Auqust,
a mule was
of these attacks
were by car and, in the attack
used,

20.
On the other
hand,
IDF and elements
oE “SLA” carried
out a number of
, nine of them in the UNIFIL
cordon-and-search
operations
aqainst
Shiite
villaqes
areaa
On 16 April
at Yatar,
on 17 April
at Shhur,
on 26 April
at Aytit,
on 5 May
at Sawwana, on 28 May at Naqoura,
on 3 June at Majdal
Silm,
on 18 June at Al Tiri,
on 3 August at Qusayr
and on 28 Auqust at Qabrikha.
UNIFIL
monitored
closely
those
operations
which took place
in its area with a view to preventinq,
within
the
limits
of its
means,
acts
of violence
aqainst
the population
and the destruction
of
It also dispensed
humanitarian
assistance
to the affected
villaqers.
property.
Notwithstanding
its eEforts,
UNIFIL
recorded
the demolition
of 16 houses and the
arrest
of 73 persons
by IDF or Israeli
security
personnel.
Each of those incidents
was strongly
protested
to the Israeli
authorities.
21.
“SLA” also shelled
Shiite
villages
on some occasions.
The villaqe
oE Yater
was shelled
from an “%A” position
on 9 and 20 Juner
two Persons
were killed
and
Kafra was shelled
on 9 and 27 June,
with three
persons
several
others
injured.
injured.
On 9 and 10 August,
Majdal
Zun was shelled
and 10 houses
were damaqed.
On 18 Auqust
two
On 15 Auqust,
Yatar was shelled
aqaint
one person was killed.
mortar
rounds were fired
at Haddathah!
one of these hit a UNIFIL
position
but
failed
to explode.
Following
the attacks
on Yatar
and Kafra in June, db+Jt
2,000 persons
left
the two villaqes
and souqht
temporary
refuqe
in and near Qana
UNIPIL
stronqly
protested
the
where the Fijian
battalion
is headquartered.
indiscriminate
shellinq
of population
centres
to the Israeli
authorities,
It also
provided
emerqency
relief
assistance
in the form of food, supplies,
blank?ts
and
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mattresses

establiahed
inhabitants.

to the persons
displaced
as a result
OC the shellinq.
additional
positions
at the two villaqes
to encouraqe

The

Force

later

the

return

of

the

22.
The activities
of “SLA” and other
irregulars
armed and controlled
by LDF were
limited
essentially
to the “security
zone”.
Where this
zone extends
into
the
UNIFIL
area of deployment,
UNIFIL
continued
its efforts
to contain
those
This led to frequent
and dangerous
confrontations
between
the
activities.
irrequlars
and UNIFIL
personnel
involved.
Most of the incidents
that
developed
related
to ficinq
at or near UNIFIL
positions
and attempts
to break
throuqh
UNIFIL
checkpoints,
at times
using
tanks
and armoured
personnel
carriers.
At checkpoints
“SLA” and other
irrequlars
armed and
controlling
entry
to the “security
zone”,
controlled
by IDF from time to time
imposed
restrictions
on the freedom
OE movement
of UNIFIL
personnel,
particularly
in the Ncrweqian
battalion
sector
and the eastern
part of the Finnish
battalion
sector.
These restrictions
were usually
of short
duration
and were liPted
aEter
neqotiation.
The increasinq
number of attacks
by
Lebanese
resistance
qroups
on checkpoints
manned by “SLA” and other
irrequlars
apparently
made these
personnel
very nervous.
This was reflected
by frequent
closures
OE these checkpoints
to all
traEEic,
includinq
that of UNIFIL,
and
There were many such firings
at
indiscriminate
Eirinq
at approachinq
vehicles.
UNIFIL
vehicles,
includinq
ambulances.
In a serious
incident
on 1 October,
a
French oEEicer
was shot
at close
range and wounded at an “SLA” checkpoint
near
Alman
All the incidents
were protested
to the Israeli
authorities.
l

the part OE the UNIFIL
area that was evacuated
by the Israeli
of controntations
occurred
when UNIFIL
denied
passaqe
throuqh
checkpoints
to unauthorized
armed personnel.
23.

number

In

forces,
its

a

24.
There have been frequent
reports
OE desertions
amonq “SLA”.
In this
connection,
a serious
incident
involvinq
UNIFIL
occurred
on 7 June.
Followinq
the
defection
of 11 “SLA” personnel
from a position
established
near Al Qantarah
in the
Finnish
sector,
23 members OE the Finnish
battalion
were detained
by “SLA”.
The
Force Commander and the Secretary-General
himself
immediately
approached
the
Israeli
authorities
and requested
their
assistance
in securinq
the safe return
of
the detainees.
Following
lenqthy
neqotiations,
the Finnish
soldiers
were released
unharmed
on 15 June.
25.
IJNIFIL
continued
to co-operate
with the Lebanese
authorities,
as well as the
United
Nations
Relief
and Works Aqency for Palestine
Refuqees
in the Near East
the United
Nations
Children’s
Fund (UNICEF)
and the International
(UMJM),
Committee
of the Red Cross (ICRC),
in extendinq
assistance
to the local
population.
Besides
UNIFIL
personnel,
a siqniEicant
number ol Lebanese
civilian
patients
were treated
in UNIFIL
medical
centres.
UNIFIL
medical
personnel
at the
hospital
in Naqoura
pereormed
332 surqical
operations
and treated
6,400 patients
includinq
500 in-patients.
25.

military
reqional
matters

Durinq
the period
under review,
the Commander of UNIFIL
and his civilian
and
staEf maintained
contact
with the Government
of Lebanon and the Lebanese
authorities.
They al80 maintained
contact
with the Israeli
authorities
on
pertaininy
to the functioninq
of the Force.
/...
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Mr. Brian
27.
visited
UNIFIL
region
in June

Under-Secretary-General
Urquhart,
headquarters
and held discussions
and October
1985.
Financial

for Special
Political
Affairs,
with government
officials
in

the

aspects

By its
resolution
39/71 A of 13 December
1984, the General
Assembly
authorized
28.
the Secretary-General
to enter
into
commitments
for UNIFIL
at a rate not to exceed
$11,741,000
gross
($11,574,333
net) per month for the period
from 19 April
to
18 December
1985 inclusive,
should
the Security
Council
decide
to continue
the
Force beyond the period
of six months authorized
under its resolution
555 (19841,
subject
to obtaining
the prior
concurrence
of the Advisory
Committee
on
Administrative
and Budgetary
Questiona
for the actual
level
of commitments
to be
entered
into
for each mandate
period
that miqht
be approved
subsequent
to 19 April
1985.
On that basis,
the prior
concurrence
of the Advisory
Committee
was obtained
in entering
into
commitments
for UNIFIL
in an amount of $70,446,000
gross
($69,446,000
net) for the six-month
mandate
period
until
19 October
1985.
Should
the Security
Council
extend
the UNIFIL
mandate
beyond 19 October
1985, the costs to
the United
Nations
for maintaining
UNIFIL
up to 18 December
1985 inclusive
will
be
limited
to the commitment
authorized
by the General
Assembly
in its resolution
39/71 A, assuming
continuance
of the Force’s
existing
strength
and
responsibilities.
The Secretary--General
will
request
the General
Assembly
at its
present
session
to make appropriate
financial
provisions
for UNIFIL
in respect
of
periods
after
18 December
1985, if the period
of extension
determined
by the
Security
Council
goes beyond that date.

Obsecvations

I stated
that
“The main problem
is to
In my last report
on UNIFIL
(S/17093),
29.
reach a situation
in Lebanon south OC the Liteni
after
the Israeli
withdrawal
in
which international
peace and security
cdn be assured
and normal
conditions
progressively
restored.”
I went on to say that
I believed
that
the best means ol
achieving
that
would be an orderly
take-over
by UNIFIL
from the Israeli
forces
with
the ultimate
aim of restorinq
Lebanese
sovereignty
in the area.
In the same report
under
the authority
of the Security
Council,
I emphasized
the need to establish,
conditions
in which UNIFIL
could
Eunction
effectively.
I and my colleagues
have maintained
contact
30.
With these objectives
in mind,
with both the Lebanese
and the Israeli
authorities
in the hope that the completion
ol the announced
Israeli
withdraval
would be succeeded
by a satisEactory
arcanqement
for maintaininq
international
peace and security
in the area and for
promotinq
a steady
return
to normality.
31.
On 10 June,
the Israeli
Government
announced
its withdrawal
from Lebanon but
made it clear
that for purposes
of self-defence
it would maintain
a “security
zone”
north
of the Israeli-Lebanese
border
which would be manned by the “South
Lebanon
I and my colleaques
have
by elements
of the Israel
Defence Forces.
Army” assisted
discussed
this
matter
on many occasions
with
the Israeli
authorities
at rdlious
/...
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levels
and have done our best to make clear
our view that
such an arrangement,
being contrary
to Security
Council
resolutions
and a violation
of Lebanese
sovereignty,
will
be certain
to attract
increasing
opposition
and is likely
to qive
rise to a whole new round of violence
in the area.
In fact,
as indicated
earlier
it! this
report,
the “security
zone” has already
been under constant
attack
by
Lebanese
resistance
groups.
These activities
have given
rise to counter-measures
by Israeli
forces
and the “South
Lebanon
Army”.
so far,
the level
of violence
in southern
Lebanon has been limited
to some
32,
extent,
particularly,
I believe,
because of the presence
of UNIFIL.
Leaders
of
Amal and other
Lebanese
groups
have generally
co-operated
with UNIFIL
in the area
evacuated
by the Israeli
Eorces.
However,
33.
in my view the current
situation
in Lebanon south of the Litani
is
not only unsatisfactory
but also danqerous.
It has meant that UNIFIL
finds
itself
once again between hostile
forces
and is precluded
from deploying
riqht
up to the
international
border
in accordance
with
its mandate.
Moreover,
I have little
doubt
that,
if the Israeli
presence
in the “security
zone” is to continue
Ear long,
In such an event,
IJNIFIL’s
situation
violence
will
inevitably
escalate
and spread.
would become even more difficult.
34.
In the light
of the above,
making
a recommendation
to the Security
Council
on
UNIFIL
poses a dilemma.
On the one hand, the conditions
still
do not exist
in
which UNIFIL
can fully
perform
its functions
or completely
fulfil
its mandate,
and
the situation
is most likely,
in my opinion,
to deteriorate
rather
than to
improve.
Such a state
of aECairs
is contrary
to the intentions
of the Security
council
and also imposes
a severe strain
on the continqents
of UNIFIL
and on the
Governments
which have so loyally
supported
the operation
by making
troops
available.
35.
On the other
hand, I am convinced
that UNIFIL
is an extremely
important
factor
in whatever
peace and normality
exists
in southern
Lebanon.
I believe
that,
if for
nome reason UNIFLL were to disappear,
the level
of violence
would inevitably
resistance
operations
qivinq
rise to reprisals
in a spiral
increase
dramatically,
of violence,
Such a situation
could well develop
into a new and serious
international
crisis.
Moreover,
the Lebanese
Government
has requested
that the
mandate
of UNIFIL
be extended
for a further
period
of six months
(see document
S/17526).
The members oE the Council
should
also know that we receive
requlat,
urqent
and pressinq
requests
in the same vein from representatives
of the
population
oE southern
Lebanon.
Needless
to say, I hope that the Israeli
36.
authorities
the efEective
implementation
all
the options
available,
in the long run be the least
hazardous
for all
concerned.
37.
In the meantime,
however,
the Council
is
no later
than 19 October.
AEtec much thought,
the light
of the request
of the Government
of
further
extension
of the mandate
of UNIFIL.
decision,
were it to be taken
by the Council ,

of

will
conclude
that,
of
UNIFIL’s
mandate
would

obliged
to take action
on this matter
I have concluded
that,
especially
in
it is my duty to recommend
a
Lebanon,
I believe,
however,
that such a
must not be understood
to mean that
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UNIFIL will be allowed to become an open-ended commitment for the
troop-contributing
countries
and for the United Nations if the requisite
conditions
for the effective
operation
of the Force continue
to be absent.
I believe
that
there is still
a good chance of re-establishing
international
peace and security
in
Lebanon south of the Litani
if the correct actions are taken man by all concerned,
but I also believe that further
undue delay is likely
to produce
a new and serious
I and my colleagues
will,
of
crisis,
possibly with widespread ramifications.
course,
continue our efforts
to establish
a firm basis for international
peace and
security
in this area, should the Council decide to extend the mandate of UNIFIL.
In recommending a further
extension of UNIFIL, I must once again draw the
Security Council’s
attention
to the financial
difficulties
faced by the Force.
There is, as of the beginning of October 1985, an accumulated shortfall
in the
As
a
result,
the
OtganiZatiOn
is
UNIFIL Special Account of some $224 million.
Eellinq behind in the reimbursement of the troop-contributing
countries,
thus
placing an unfair and increasingly
heavy burden on them, particularly
on the less
wealthy ones,
I am extremely concerned about this state of affairs
for the
above-mentioned
reason and also because it could jeopatdize
the functioning
of this
important operation.
Therefore,
I must again strongly
appeal to all Member States
I would like also to appeal to the
to pay their assessments without delay.
Governments of the more developed countries
to consider making available,
as a
prectizal
measure, voluntary
contributions
to the UNIFIL Suspense Account, to be
used for the reimbursement of Governments contributing
troops, equipment and
supplies to UNIFIL.
38.

In concluding
this report,
I wish to express my deep appeciation
to the
39.
troop-contributinq
countries
for their steadfast
and generous support OP the
Force.
I alS0
wish to pay tribute
to the Commander of UNIFIL, Lieutenant-General
and
William Callaghan,
and his staff,
civilian
and military , and to the officers
men of UNIFIL as well as to the UNTSO military
observers assigned to the area,
They have performed their difficult
tasks with exemplary dedication
and courage.
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